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OK, I can do the teasing thing too. Here’s a detail from a new box in Vera wood. I’ve just begun the design 
for the metal lid so it’s going to be a while before this is done.

Hi Mike. Sorry I missed your post two days ago. Vera wood (Bulnesia sarmienti) sometimes known as 
Palo Santo is a cousin of Lignum Vitae and is extremely heavy (does not float in water). It is filled with a 
very spicy, fragrant oil and resists gluing and finishing. It does have a very interesting grain and is quite 
pleasing flat-sawn. I have taken to sandblasting it to get a texture and enhance the grain. When freshly 
finished it is tan and turns green over a few days and exudes the oil which has to be brushed off or steel-
wooled.

Perhaps not the best for detail carving, I am using it for box forms.



What kind of tease would it be if you knew what it was?  Here’s another. 

Another piece of the puzzle:



Some progress made. Will hopefully finish engraving the veins tomorrow. (shakudo) 

It’s 4% shakudo from Phillip Baldwin.  I started with it pretty thick (about .060” - 1.5mm) because 
I wanted to pierce it down fairly narrow around some of the stems and leave the thickness there. 
It’s thinned way down at the edges of the leaves, so that it ended up pretty light and thin in gen-
eral.

Getting close to assembly and patination. Here is the polished shakudo fern. 



I patinated today and the copper came very red which I have never been able to get before. It’s just 
the wrong context with the very green Vera wood. I’ll try to change it tomorrow.

Hi Jim,

If you’re using the standard rokusho mix, which I assume you are, then the addition of a half tea-
spoon of vinegar ( doesn’t have to be rice vinegar ) to about 3 pints should result in a more terra-
cotta color on your copper. A pinch of borax in the mix tends to help the development of a clearer 
red.

Hope that is of some use,

Ford

Thanks Ford. Do you think I can amend the current color, or should I just repolish and start over?
The shakudo came brilliantly

Hi Jim,

It’s unlikely you’ll be able to significantly alter the color at this point if it is a good deep tone. If 
you want an even, but different color you’ll have to remove it. I’d be inclined to selectively remove 
the present patinae and create a somewhat variegated effect, leave traces of the deeper tone in the 
grooves, texture and deeper areas. This will help to articulate the carved surface and the variation 
in the patinae can add a certain richness.

Ford

I think I am going to take the selective removal route. I need to remove some of the gold as well.
Thanks Ford.



Here’s a quick shot of the finished lid in copper, 18k gold, shakudo and shibuichi with Mammoth 
ivory snail shell. After the initial patination I removed some of the gold from the leaves which 
meant I had to rechase some texture and repolish those areas. I changed the bath a bit to try to get 
a darker color on the newly polished areas. (Upper L & lower R).

Here is the final box & lid.



Here’s another close-up.

Before he died, Rick Fields sent me a box of small bits of nicely colored mammoth. I looked long 
and hard and found this one that had the grain and color working just right. When I got into it, I 
couldn’t believe how well it was working with the shell shape. It’s all natural color that I under-
stand is mineral (perhaps the blue is arsenic) that gets absorbed by the ivory in the ground. Any-
way, I have Rick to thank. 



I decided to name the box “Reliquary for Greenman”. Here’s some text from a document I wrote:  
Greenman is an ancient pan-cultural archetypal mythic figure representing humanity’s unity with 
nature. Historically he is seen in architecture, painting and literature. It is my view that man’s re-
lationship with nature is in serious jeopardy. Hence, Greenman’s vitality, and subsequently ours, is 
also compromised, and he is in fact, at risk of dying, if humankind continues on the present, self-
destructive course. A reliquary, being a box for remains, seems an apt symbolic representation for 
this dilemma. At this time, of course, it is empty, as there yet remains time for mankind to realize 
this disharmony and move toward reconciliation.

For the lid of the box, I wished to convey the peace found in Nature, unmolested by man’s pres-
ence. I chose two of my favorite native Vermont plants: the Maidenhair Fern and the native Vi-
burnum, contrasting the delicate, lacy fern with the bold, colorful leaves of the Viburnum.I also 
chose a snail which have been in profusion this year, in contrast to other species which seem to be 
declining.

Here is a shot of the inside of the lid showing signatures, both JK monograms. 

Here is a shot of the box, no lid. 


